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Abstract—Adaptive active diagnosis method is widely adopted
for fault diagnosis in networks. In active diagnosis, appropriate
probes are selected sequentially and fault diagnosis is made by
inference from results of selected probes. It is very important to
select active probes with low cost and less impact on network
performance. However, the selection of the most informative set
of probes with limited cost is an NP-hard problem. The
computational complexities of existing probe selection algorithms
are still too high for large scale networks. In this paper, a lemma
about mutual information provided by probes is proved based on
the property of conditional entropy. Then an approximate
method derived from this lemma is introduced to compute
mutual information of probe. With this approximate method an
efficient probe selection algorithm for active diagnosis is
proposed. At last, the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm is verified through simulation.

most informative probe sequentially is widely used. Whenever
to be chose a probe, the quality of each probe (which is often
quantified by the mutual information of the probe) is computed.
The probe with maximum mutual information is to be selected.
As computation complexity of mutual information is very high,
probe selection process consumes most of runtime of active
diagnosis. Although previous work [5] [9] tried to reduce
computation complexity of probe selection process, the
computing complexity of quality evaluation method is still too
high for large scale network.
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1) Based on the property of conditional entropy, a lemma
about mutual information provided by probes is proved. Then
we propose an approximate method to compute the information
gain of probe. This approximate method could largely reduce
computation complexity and save runtime for probe quality
evaluation process.

I.

In this paper, we focus on efficient probe selection method
with low computation complexity for active diagnosis in large
scale networks. As quality evaluation of probes consumes most
of the runtime, we try to simplify the quality evaluating process.
In brief, the main contribution of this paper is as follows:

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of computer network, more
and more IT services are accessible to remote user over the
internet. Guaranteeing the quality of network service becomes
a vital part in network management. As the computer networks
grow bigger and more complex, many works [1]-[9] focus on
active diagnosis method in large scale network. Considering
the heterogeneity of network, passive event correlation [10]
[11] is not practical in today's computer networks, as it is based
on the premise that all the managed entities could send out
appropriate alarms. Thus active diagnosis technology based on
end-to-end probes becomes a good solution for this problem.

2) Based on the approximate method we propose for probe
quality evaluation, an efficient probe selection algorithm for
active diagnosis in large scale networks is proposed.
Simulation in this paper verified the efficiency and
effectiveness of our algorithm in comparison with the
representative BPEA algorithm.
II.

The Bayesian network is used to build graph model in
many fields. In this paper, Bayesian network is used to model
the dependencies between probes, network nodes and noise in
the network. Network nodes include physical entities e.g.
routers and servers, and logical entities e.g. virtual machines
(VM) in the network. Probes could be end-to-end services that
reflect information about states of network nodes.

Active diagnosis technology adaptively selects probes and
requires no excess instrumentations. Diagnosis is made by
inference from results of selected probes. As the responses of
probes depend on the states of managed entities in network,
probabilistic inference based on Bayesian network (which is
probabilistic model for dependencies among network), with
responses of probes could reason the root cause in the network.
The form of the probes is flexible. Any end-to-end services e.g.
a ping command or database query could be the probes.

Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with
nodes of the states of the network nodes, called X , X , … X ,
responses of probes (which is also called symptoms) called
S , S , … S , and edges representing direct dependencies
between network nodes and symptoms. The edges are
weighted by the conditional probability distribution
P(S |parent(S ))or P(X |parent(X )), where parent() denote
the nodes pointing to S or X [12].

As probes consume operation cost and lead to additional
network load, the probe set should be appropriately selected.
The most informative set of probes with limit cost is optimal.
However, it is an NP-hard problem to select this optimal probe
set. Thus a heuristic greedy approach that repeatedly selects the
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Fig. 1.

The most informative probe
( ) is to
be selected in each time. However the computation complexity
of ( ) is too high especially in large scale networks. That is
why literatures [2]-[4] just concern on the computation of the
approximation of ( ) in a single-fault scenario where all
variables have the same prior faulty probability. Authors in [5]
propose an approximate algorithm named BPEA based on BP
algorithm to figure out the approximation of ( | , ) .
Cheng et al. [9] propose an algorithm named IAP to reduce the
computation of ( ) based on the conditionally independent
property in Bayesian network they prove in their work. Our
probe selecting algorithms MEAP derives from their IAP
algorithm but is more efficient than theirs. In our work, an
approximate approach is used to compute ( ) . In next
section, we will introduce the approximate approach to
compute ( ).

Bayesian network that models noises and dependencies in network

Figure 1 shows a three layered Bayesian network. The
bottom layer is consists of managed entities whose states does
not depend on others e.g. servers and routers. The middle layer
contains the managed entities that depend on the first layer e.g.
VMs (whose states depend on the states of the servers they
hosted on). And the top layer is made up of observed
symptoms.

B. Information gain of probe
( ) is introduced. Then an
At first, a lemma about
approximate method based on the lemma is proposed to
compute ( ). Lemma 1 and its proof are shown as below:

With Bayesian network that models dependencies among
network as a tool and responses of probes as well as alarms as
evidence, the fault diagnosis problem could be formulated as
Maximum A posteriori Probability (MAP) problem: given a set
of symptoms (observation), to find the most likely states
( | ) for the managed entities in network.
However, this inference problem is NP-hard [13]. Many prior
work like [4] [6] [8] [21] researched on this inference problem.
III.

Lemma 1. ( )

EFFICIENT ACTIVE PROBING

∑

( )

( )

∑

( )

∑

( | )

( | , )
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( | , )

( , | )

( | )

(5)

( | )

( | , )

( | )

( , | )

( | )

( | , )

( | )
(6)

According to property of information entropy [14]:
( | , )

( | )

(7)

For low noise environment, given the state of network
nodes, the state of probe is nearly certain and the value of
( | ) is very small, which could be elided in computation.
Considering (7), ( | , ) is less than ( | )and could be
elided in computation of ( ) in low noise environment.
Thus the approximation of ( ) could be quantified as:
( )

(2)

( | )

∑

( | )

( | )

(8)

As probe T only has two kinds of outcomes (good or bad
symptom), H(T |D) could be calculated easily with P(T |D).
P(T |D) could be computed with approximation method such
as the BP algorithm. Thus we get an approximate method to
efficiently compute G(T ) with small biases. Using (8) to figure
approximation of G(T ), the computation complexity is largely
reduced and much active diagnosis runtime could be saved.

The information gain that the probe T contributes to
decreasing the uncertainty of the network could be quantified
as:
( | )

( | )

Lemma 1 is proved.

Selecting the most informative set of probes with cost
constraint is an NP-hard problem. Therefore, a heuristic greedy
approach that repeatedly selects the most informative probe is
widely used for this problem. This greedy algorithm achieves
near-optimal performance in many situations [5].

( )

( , | )

( )

( ) (1)

( | )

( | , )
Applying (4) (5) to (3):

The uncertainty of network decreases as symptoms
( , , … ) is
accumulates. When a set of symptoms
observed, where represents the outcome of probe that has
be sent, the uncertainty of network turns into:
( | )

( | , )

Proof: According to the property of information entropy
[14], we get:

A. Probe selection problem
In active probing, large set of probes leads to high cost of
management and negative impact on networks performance. In
large scale network, active probe set should be appropriately
chosen. The most informative set of probes with cost constraint
is optimal. Many literature [2]-[7] and [9] concerns about
selecting an optimal subset of probes from a large number of
candidates. Information entropy is usually used to quantify the
uncertainty of network state as in [5] [9]. Assume vector
( , , … ) denotes the state of the managed entities to
be diagnosed in the network. The uncertainty of the network
before any symptom is observed could be quantified as:
( )

( | )

C. Conditionally independent property of entropy in Bayesian
network
Cheng et al. [9] proved the conditionally independent
property of entropy in Bayesian network that:

(3)
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Lemma 2. Let T , T , … , T denote a set of probes and
Ø, ( )
, ,…, ( )
, ,…,
, ( )
denote the outcomes of selected probes. Then: ( | ( ) )
( | ( ) ) with equality if and only if, given ( ) , and
are conditionally independent.

Similar to [5] [9], we assume the probes to be noisy-OR
tests. The joint probability distribution of symptoms and
network nodes forms the QMR-DT model [18]:

( )

0

This is a useful property of entropy and the IAP algorithm
[9] uses Lemma 2 to reduce the computation time when
conditionally independency exits between probes.

,

∑

( )

( ,

( | )

( )| )

( )

( | )

(9)

Our MEAP algorithm makes an improvement upon IAP
algorithm and uses our approximate method to efficiently
update information gain of probes. As the computation of
( ) consumes a large part of runtime, our MEAP algorithm
is more efficient than IAP.

(11)

Algorithm MEAP:More Efficient Active Probing
Input:Candidate probes S,Budget B, and detection results
Output: the most probable explanation (MAP) given the
detection results

EVALUATION

In simulation our MEAP algorithm is compared with
BPEA [5]. The experiment setup is similar to that of [5] and [9].
As Internet like topology follows the power-law degree
distribution [15] [16], we use the INET generator [17] to
generate five networks of different sizes. The network size is
varying from 100 to 500. Three nodes are randomly selected as
probe stations. Assuming probes starting from probe stations
and heading for managed entities following the shortest path, a
complete set of candidate probes could be got. Removing
redundant probes, a subset of candidate probes could be used
for probe selection. We set the cost limit to 30 and select 30
probes from candidates in each experiment.
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We implement the BPEA and our MEAP algorithm by
Matlab(R2008b) with the belief propagation and junction tree
engine in Kevin Murphy’s Bayes Net ToolBox[19].

Figure 2 shows the pseudo code of our algorithm. Observed
symptoms
and ( ) of each probe are initialized at the
beginning of the active probing. A new probe could be sent
when there still exist candidate probes and the cost of active
probing doesn’t exceed the budget B. The most informative
probe , whose information gain is MaxGain, is selected in
each time of probe selection. Candidate probes are descending
sorted in term of ( ) in each round. We search for
from
the first one of candidate probes. If the MaxGain is less than
( ), and is independent of all the probes that have been
is the most
selected since last update of G(T ) , then
informative probe in this round. Because the information gain
of
doesn’t change since its update and the probes ranked
can’t be more informative than T (Lemma2).
behind of
Function getSelected( ) returns the set of probes that have
been selected since last update of ( ) . Function
Independent(getSelected( ), ) determines the independency
between the outcome of getSelected( ) and probe . Else, the
search goes on and the information gain of needs to be
updated with our approximate method.
IV.

(1

Here, is the inhibition probability, that a measurement of
the amount of noise in network. is the leak probability of an
0
( ) is the
unaccounted-for faulty element.
probability which account for the case where probe returns a
good symptom given the states of its parent nodes. In this
experiment, we randomly generate a prior fault probability for
each node with the Normal distribution (0.005, 0.003) and set
to 0.01.
the value of to be varying from 0.01 to 0.3 and
Assuming gets the value 0 if its response is OK, 1 otherwise.
Then
0
( ) denotes the probability that
returns a good symptom given the states of the parents of .

D. More EfficientActive Probing Algorithm
In [9], the following formula (9), the computation
complexity of which is higher than (8), is used to update the
information gain of probes
( )

( )

for (Probe ∈ S) do update ( ); end for
while(S ≠ Ø){
Sort(S);
i=1;
MaxGain=0;
while(MaxGain< ( ))do
if(Independent(getSelected( ), ))do
MaxGain= ( );
T
T;
break;
else do
update ( );
if(MaxGain< ( ))do
MaxGain= ( );
T
T;
end if
end if
++i;
end while
if(cost(S ∪ ≤ B)do
execute Probe ;Returns t;
D=D ∪ {t};remove
from S;
else do break;
end if
end while
return MAP:arg max ( | ) //result of fault
Fig. 2. Algorithm MEAP: More Efficient Active Probing
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be the set of nodes in good states, and be the set of nodes
diagnosed to be faulty. Then accuracy and false positive can be
defined as followed:

A. Empirical results

|

|
| |

|

,

|
| |

(13)

Figure 5 and 6 show the diagnosis accuracy and false
positive ratio with BPEA and MEAP algorithm in a network
with 100 nodes. The diagnosis accuracy and precision with the
probe responses got from the two algorithms is roughly
equivalent.

Fig. 3. Runtime of MEAP and BPEA under various network sizes

Thus, MEAP could significantly reduce probe selection
time in large scale network in comparison with BEAP, without
drops of diagnosis accuracy and precision and information gain.
MEAP is very feasible to handle probe selection problem in
large scale networks.
V.

RELATED WORK

Many work focus on the active probing for fault diagnosis.
This section gives a brief review of this related work.

Fig. 4. Uncertainty of network after active probing

Natu et al. [6] [7] proposed their adaptive probing method
for fault diagnosis and employed a worth function to select the
most informative probe. The probe with maximum worth is
selected to probe suspected node . However, their method is
vulnerable to noises.
Zheng et al.[5] proved that the information entropy of
uncertainty about system could be decomposed into a cross
entropy, a negative conditional entropy and a constant in their
word. Then, they proposed an approximate algorithm BPEA to
simultaneously compute the cross and conditional entropy with
the loopy belief propagation infrastructure.

Fig. 5. Diagnosis Accuracy by taking response of selected probes as input

Lu Cheng et al. [9] proposed an algorithm IAP to
efficiently select probes based on the conditionally independent
property in Bayesian network they proved.
The selection of most-informative probes is also studied in
many other fields like feature selection in machine learning, etc.
Due to space limitation, we do not give a detailed review here.

Fig. 6. Diagnosis Precision by taking response of selected probes as input

VI.

Figure 3 compares the runtime of MEAP and BPEA
algorithms on different sizes of networks. The two algorithms
consume a similar runtime in a network with 100 nodes. The
runtime of BPEA increase rapidly with the extended scale of
network whereas the runtime of MEAP increase slowly. In a
network with 500 nodes, BPEA takes nearly 105 minutes to
select 30 most-informative probes from candidates, whereas
MEAP uses only 8.5 minutes. Figure 4 shows the uncertainty
of the system that still exist after active probing. The
uncertainty of the system is quantified in (2). The uncertainties
of system after two active probing methods are very low and in
the same order of magnitude. The result of MEAP is a little
higher than BPEA in this metric.

In this paper, a lemma about mutual information of probe is
proved. Then an approximate method to evaluate quality of
probes is derived. With the approximate method, an efficient
probe selection algorithm in large scale networks improved
from IAP algorithm is proposed. Simulation results prove that
our active probing algorithm MEAP is more efficient than
BPEA and pretty feasible to handle the probe selection
problem in large scale networks.
Our algorithm is a generic probe selection methodology
that could be used for probe selection problems in many large
scale network environments such as IP network, cloud
computing and virtualization network environment.

To evaluate the efficiency of active probing algorithms, a
classical diagnosis algorithm shrink [20] is performed with the
responses of probes selected by BPEA and MEAP as inputs.
Two metrics, namely accuracy and false positive are used to
evaluate diagnosis results. Let to be the set of real faults,
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